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HACKSHADE TECHS
MAKING THE BEST USE OF TECHNOLOGY
IN

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

OUR VISION: TO BE A WORLDWIDE
recognized software development company by 2025
with a community of super software developers that
extends services to the slums and ghettos of every
town in Africa with the aim of searching for the best
talents of software development in Africa.
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OUR DREAM IS TO UNLOCK
THE POTENTIAL OF UGANDA
BY USING OUR OWN TALENTS, EXPERIENCE AND
COLLECTIVE ENERGY TO DESIGN AND DELIVER INITIATIVES THAT MAKE POSITIVE CHANGE
HAPPEN.

OUR MISION
To create an internationally recognized coding institutes
in every country in Africa to meet our vision of creating a
society of super software developers
To create an internationally recognized brand in software
development that can favorably compete in the
international software development arena.

OUR HISTORY
HACKSHADE TECHS is a software development company.
It was started in the year 2014 by a group of passionate
coders in their first year of study at the University who were
usually referred to as hackers. They used to gather in a tree
shade to practice their coding and hence the name
HACKSHADE.
Although HACKSHADE TECHS is in THE SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT field we have so far worked on a number
of projects in the one year of operation which include; AN
INTERNSHIP TRAINING for the University under
graduates; This was carried out in June and July of 2017.
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES

PROJECTS

So far we have worked and launched some
projects online, we have a couple of them
but these are the most recent projects that
we have worked on, of which most of our
software are used offline (off-internet) like
in stores, supermarkets, the online recent
ones include the following.
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ONLINE GAS ORDERING SYSTEM

This is an online gas ordering system which basically allows the user to order gas online, book and request for
quotes. For a more clear view you can access it at www.easygaz.com. It enables people from everywhere to
order f or gas so that it can be delivered directly to their homes or offices and schools not forgetting
organizations.

SCHOOL WEB APPLICATION

This is basically a school web application for ST PETERS SSS NAALYA, one of the trending and best school
within our country Uganda, we have created for them this online web system to save time for the staff
members, parents, and any other person who is not within the locality but wants to access and know
more about the resources and activities that are at the school, ST PETERS SSS NAALYA, for more information
about how the platform works, we have included this website address for reviewing: www.spena.sc.ug.
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INTERSHIP TRAININGS
This is one of the programs which was first was
carried out in June and July of 2017
Here we were mainly concerned with equipping
them with the necessary skills in the IT field which
included graphics designing, system administration
skills, web designing and the use of CMSs,
introduction to programming, Networking and
Telecommunications and report writing. But we
focused more on coding because most of the ICT
students fear it, but to our surprise, when we had
the training almost all the students adopted, we
called that success on our side, it gave us courage
to want to run more trainings.
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KINGDOM CHALLENGE WE APPLICATION

This basically a web application that ensures that
enthiastic individuals register, make payments and
login to access the kingdom challenge resources.
Here individuals are presented with different
challenges to challenge themselves and try
achieving them in 100 days by using the
necessary resources. You can access this web
application and know about it from
www.kingdomchallenge.net

SANYUKA TELEVISION WEB AND MOBILE APPLICATION

This is not yet launched but soon going to be
launched. It is a mobile application with a web
application, both the mobile application and the
web application can stream live television, access
news from within Uganda, and it has weather
updates, and shows that are viewed on Sanyuka
Television.
For more information and demonstration you can
find it at the following web address
www.afrigig.queensandcanonssafaris.com
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TRAFFIC APPLICATION
We are also working on a traffic app. This will
be featuring live events occurring on different
roads and in the city such as accidents, road
works and road closures to overcome the
problem of traffic jam on the different roads
in the city. Below are some of the shots of the
application, it will also have live google maps
and a
complete navigation system to calculate the time between different routes when
someone is traveling.

KOTLIN USER GROUP UGANDA

We also extend these Kotlin Programming
language trainings to some of the innovation centers like outbox, Makerere innovation center, and innovation village where
they offer us free space because of the
service we provide, we have different
points at which we always meet up with
large
numbers of students to deliver
the skills to them with the aim of growing
the country technologically.

PYTHON – (ROBOTICS TRAININGS)

We always attach ourselves to established bodies
to give us a platform to deliver knowledge to
students, but if we get our own platform and
resources since we have already got the attention
of most of the community and technology
fraternity in Uganda, it will be easy for us to
effect the same works, even much better since
we would be having complete control over
everything, and that can be achieved with your
funds when we inject them in all the projects that
we run.
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CORE TEAM

RONALD MATOVU
HUMAN RESOURCE | SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

Matovu Ronald is a Senior Software Developer,
entrepreneur, trainer, business developer and
mentor in the projects sector. A full Stack Software
Developer, Ronald is the Human Resource as well
as co-founder Hackshade Techs.

ABBEY MUGULA
CTO | SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

INNOCENT WENAREEBA
CEO | SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

Innocent Wenareeba with a team of Tech
Oriented personalities started Hackshade
Techs in 2014.
His vision is to make a difference across
Uganda by growing a team of Super
Software Developers that extends services
to the slums and ghettos of every town in
Uganda with the aim of searching for the
best talents.
A self-styled, tell-it-like-it-is, Innocent holds
a Degree in Information Technology &
Computing.

The Chief Technical Officer & co-founder, does not
only do administrative work at Hackshade, he is
also a professional software developer for both
Web based and Mobile, hybrid and progressive
Applications with over 4 years of experience in
development world.

MUCHUNGUZI GILBERT
CHIEF FINACE OFFICER | PHOTOGRAPHY

Gilbert is a tech lover, database administrator,
youth mentor in different life aspects and a leader.
He who is also the CEO Gilandie Photographix
Limited a still graphics company, is the Chief Finance Officer, co-founder Hackshade Techs.
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THE MASTERPIECE

BONIFACE EODU (JEST)
SENIOR WEB DEVELOPER| CONTENT MGR

Boniface has been doing code for a while. He professionally does web development using both
Frame works & CMS, Web-content management &
SEO. He also does Mobile Applications. His presence at the company is a potential.

ALI AYUB BAGUWENU
SOFTWARE| PHOTOGRAPHY

JOHNSON TWINAMATSIKO

OBWOT SOLOMON

MOTION GRAPHICS EXPERT

DIGITAL MARKETEER | SOCIAL MEDIA

Johnson does Photography at the top end int Motion
Graphics editing and rendering. He also handles
WordPress at its optimal.

Most of the business side of the company goes
through Solomon’s hands. He handles all the digital marketing, online content and Social Media for
Hackshade Techs

PANDE WILLIAMS
PETER
CTO | SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

SENIOR JAVA | PHP DEVELOPER

Pande is an ultimate, top notch Core Java Language
and Frame works masterpiece. He has personally
done a couple of projects which speak for themselves.
The Degree holder in Computer Science has the ability
to think to his feet.
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HACKSHADE TECHS
Company Registration:
Founders: W. Innocent, M. Abbey, M. Ronald, M. Gilbert
tel: +256706382817 | 0756999607 | 0705844040 | 0758281012
email: hackshadetechs@gmail.com

Hackshade Techs |

@hackShade

© 2018 Hackshade Techs
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